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Introduction
A continous functional + on a C*-algebra is called quasi-linear, if
+(a+ib)=+(a)+i+(b) whenever a and b are functions of an element c in
the C*-algebra.
It is an old problem of functional analysis to find out whether or not
such a functional is actually linear. Johan F. Aarnes [5] settles this ques-
tion by demonstrating that: For the C*-algebra C(X), of all continous
functions on a compact, connected Hausdorff space X, there is a one-to-
one correspondence between quasi-measures on X, Definition 1.1, and
quasi-linear functionals on C(X) of norm 1. Quasi-measures form a com-
pact, convex set in the weak* topology. The extreme-boundary, which we
call X*, consists of the extreme quasi-measures, Definition 1.2. Every Borel
probability-measure is a quasi-measure and under the above corre-
spondence it is exactly these measures that correspond to the linear func-
tionals of norm 1. Every extreme quasi-measure, which is a probability-
measure, is actually a point-measure, so, in a natural way, XX*. In the
special case, when X is the closed unit disk in the plane, one constructs an
extreme quasi-measure in X*"X. Hence there is a quasi-linear functional
which is not linear. This is Example 3.8 in this paper. We call it the Aarnes
measure. This whole work grew out of Examples 3.8 and 3.9.
In Section 1, we define quasi-measure and state some of the results of
Aarnes. A quasi-measure can be considered as a positive real-valued func-
tion on the family F (X) of closed subsets of X, and an extreme quasi-
measure can be considered as a partition of F (X) into exactly two parts.
Our main theorem, Theorem 3.2, says that an extreme quasi-measure is
determined by its restriction to the subfamily T (X), consisting of closed,
connected and co-connected1 subsets of X. Further more, the partitions of
T (X) that are induced by extreme quasi-measures, are exactly the parti-
tions that satisfy the conditions T1 through T5. For a general topological
space X, it is very difficult to verify condition T2. For the tours T 2 we
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1 A subset SX is co-connected iff X"S is connected.
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manage to construct some nontrivial extreme quasi-measures. These are the
intrinsic point-measures of Definition 5.4.
For certain special topological spaces, which we call simply co-connected
spaces, condition T2 is redundant. In Section 2, we characterize these
spaces. When we restrict ourselves to the category of compact, connected
CW-complexes, it turns out that a space X is simply co-connected iff
H1(X, Z)=0. In Section 4, we study only simply co-connected spaces. We
define a class of extreme quasi-measures, called generalized point-measures,
and show that these form a connected dense subset X|X*. In general we
don’t know if X* is connected, not even when X is the torus T 2.
We have a plan for constructing enough extreme quasi-measures on a
non simply co-connected space as follows. On a locally compact space an
extreme quasi-measure + is regular if +(F )=1 implies that there is a
connected component of F0F with +(F0)=1. Regularity excludes some
wild things. Just imagine the extreme quasi-measure induced by a maximal
nontrivial element in the family of filters having a basis consisting of closed
sets. [1], 99, Exercise 26 a.
If X is a compact space with the homotopy-type of a CW-complex, there
is a universal reduced covering X  X, such that X is simply co-connected.
We believe that the pushdown of the generalized point-measures on X form
a dense subset of X.
In Section 5, we study some extreme quasi-measures on the torus T 2 and
their behaviour under the direct image map p
*
, where p : T 2  S2, is the
classical map of the torus to the sphere, of degree 2, branched at 4 points.
We show that the cardinalities of the fibres of p
*
may vary from 0 to the
continuum.
Finally, I thank Johan Aarnes for valuable comments and invaluable
encouragement.
1. Quasi-measure
In this section, X will be compact, connected, locally connected
Hausdorff space. We write O(X) for the set of open subsets of X, F (X) for
the set of closed subsets of X, and finally we put A(X)=O(X) _ F (X).
Definition 1.1. A quasi-measure on X is a monotonous function
+ : A(X)  R+ such that
Q1 (Finite additivity). If A1 , A2 , ..., An , is a finite collection of
pairwise disjoint members of A(X), such that ni=1 Ai is a member of
A(X), then
+ \.
n
i=1
Ai+= :
n
i=1
+(Ai)
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Q2 (Semicontinuity). If O # O(X), then +(O)=sup [+(F ) : F # F(X)
and FO].
Q3 (Normalization). +(<)=0 and +(X)=1.
Definition 1.2. A quasi-measure on X is called extreme, if it only takes
the values 0 and 1.
An extreme quasi-measure may be looked upon as a partition of F (X)
into two disjoint subsets F (X)=F0+(X) _ F
1
+(X), where
F0+(X)=[F : F # F (X) and +(F )=0]
and
F1+(X)=[F : F # F (X) and +(F )=1]
Proposition 1.3. If F0 and F1 is a partition of F (X), there is a unique
extreme quasi-measure + such that F0=F0+(X) and F
1=F1+(X), if and
only if the following 5 properties are satisfied
F1. F1F2 and F2 # F0 O F1 # F0
F2. F1 , F2 # F0 and F1 & F2=< O F1 _ F2 # F0
F3. F1 , F2 # F0 O F1 _ F2 {X
F4. F1 , F2 # F1 O F1 & F2 {<
F5. F1 # F0 O _F2 , F2 # F1 and F1 & F2=<.
Proof. The proof is very straight forward. K
Definition 1.4. If X is a space, we writhe X* for the set of extreme
quasi-measures on X. If A # A(X) we define A*=[+ # X* : +(A)=1]. The
topology on X* is the coarsest topology containing all the sets O*, with
O # O(X).
Definition 1.5. If & is a regular Borel probability-measure on X*, we
define a function &~ : A(X)  R+ by the formula &~ (A)=&(A*).
Proposition 1.6. For every regular Borel probability-measure & on X*, &~
is a quasi-measure on X.
2. Co-connected Sets and Simply Co-connected Spaces
In this section, X will be a connected, locally connected compact
Hausdorff space.
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Definition 2.1. If S1SX are subsets of X, we say that S1 is a
component of S if S1 is both open and closed in S. A finite sequence
S1 , S2 , ..., Sn of components of S is called a decomposition of S if the Si ’s
are pairwise disjoint and S=ni=1 Si .
Definition 2.2. If S1SX are subsets of X we say that S1 is a
connected component of S if S1 is a maximal connected subset of S.
Any subset S of X is the disjoint union of its connected components. In
general the connected components of S are not components (i.e. open and
closed). Since X is compact, it follows from [1], Chap. II, 94, No. 4,
Prop. 6, that when S is closed the components S$ of S, containing a
connected component S1 of S, form a fundamental system of neigh-
bourhoods of S1 , so S1 is closed. If S is closed and S has only a finite
number of connected components, then each connected component is a
component.
Definition 2.3. A subset S of X is called co-connected if and only if
X"S is connected.
Lemma 2.4. Let S be a co-connected subset of X and suppose
S=S1 _ S2 _ } } } _ Sn is a decomposition of S. (i.e. Si is open and closed in
S.) Then each Si is co-connected.
Proof. [1, Sect. 11, Exercise 4b].
Corollary 2.5. Let S be a closed co-connected subset of X and let
S$=S1 _ S2 _ } } } _ Sn be a finite union of connected components of S, then
S$ is co-connected.
Proof. X"S$= [X"T : S$T and T a components of S] This union
is directed and each X"T is connected so X"S$ is connected. K
Definition 2.6. We write S(X) for the set of closed co-connected
subsets of X and T (X) for the set of closed connected and co-connected
subsets of X.
Lemma 2.7. For any S # S(X), the closed co-connected neighbourhoods
of S with only finitely many connected components, form a fundamental
system of neighbourhoods of S.
Proof. Since X is locally connected we can find a basis B for the unique
uniform structure on X, consisting of symmetric entourages V, with the
property that for each connected subset A of X, AV is connected. As V runs
through the open (resp. closed) members of B the AV ’s form a fundamental
system of open (resp. closed if A is closed) connected neighbourhoods of A.
If V # B, any V-chain is connected.
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Let V be a neighbourhood of S. Put F=X"V and U=X"S. Choose
open neighbourhoods W1$F and W2$S with W1 & W2=<. Since F is
compact, we may assume that W1 has only finitely many components and
so also K=W1=K1 _ K2 _ } } } _ Km . We choose yi # Ki and a closed
V # B so small that for each i, 2im, y1 can be joined to yi by a V-chain
TiU. Then E=K _ mi=2 Ti is closed and connected. We choose an open
W # B so small that EW & SW=<. It follows that S$=X"EW is a closed,
co-connected neighbourhood of S contained in V. Since S is compact there
is a finite number of connected components of S$, containing S, say
S"=S$1 _ S$2 _ } } } _ S$nS$. By Corollary 2.5, S" is a closed, co-connected
neighbourhood of S$ with only finitely many components. K
Corollary 2.8. For any T # T (X), T (X) contains a fundamental
system of neighbourhoods of T.
Proof. One component will do. K
The converse of Lemma 2.4 is not allways true. In fact, let S1 and S2 be
two distinct one point subsets of the circle S1, then both S1 and S2 are
co-connected, but S1 _ S2 is not.
Definition 2.9. A connected, locally connected Hausdorff space X
will be called simply co-connected if every finite disjoint union of closed
co-connected subsets is co-connected.
Proposition 2.10. A connected, locally path-connected compact Hausdorff
space X, with H1(X, Z)=(0), is simply co-connected.
Proof. Let A and B be closed co-connected subsets of X with
A & B=<. If we put U=X"A and V=X"B, the inclusion maps
(V, U & V)=(X"B, U"B)  (X, U)
and
(U, U & V)=(X"A, V"A)  (X, V)
are excision maps in the Singular theory. [2], Chap. VII, Theorem 9.1.
Therefore (X, U, V) is a proper triad and the MayerVietoris sequence
(0)  H0(X, Z)  H 0(U, Z)H0(V, Z)
 H0(U & V, Z) w2 H1(X, Z)  } } }
is exact. Since X, U and V are connected, H0(X, Z)=H0(U, Z)=
H0(V, Z)=Z. Hence H0(U & V, Z)=Z, so U & V is connected. K
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Definition 2.11. Let S1 be the unit circle. Define
S+=[ei% | 0<%<?], S&=[ei% | &?<%<0].
For j # [&1, 1], let U jf be the set of connected components of f
&1(S 1"[ j]),
Uf=U
&1
f _ U
+1
f , and for each U # Uf , let U
+=U & f&1(S+) and U&=
U & f&1(S&).
An ordered pair (U, V ) # Uf_Uf is called a directed edge of the graph Gf
associated with f, if either (U, V) # U&1f _U
+1
f and U
+ & V+{<, or
(U, V ) # U+1f _U
&1
f and U
& & V&{<.
We will say that two vertexes U and V are equivalent, and we write
UtV if either U=V or there are directed paths both from U to V and
from V to U. On the quotient set Pf=Uf t we have the strict partial
order O defined by [U ]O[V ] if and only if [U ]{[V ], and for each
U$ # [U], V$ # [V ] there is a directed path from U$ to V$. Finally, we
define the complexity of f to be the supremum of the cardinalities of the
linearily ordered subsets of Pf . We will soon see that the complexity of f,
c( f ), is finite.
Definition 2.12. A map f : X  S1 will be called tight if there is a
directed path between every pair of vertexes in the graph Gf .
Lemma 2.13 (The Tightening Lemma). Every nontrivial homotopyclass
of maps from X to S 1 has a representative which is tight.
Proof. Let f : X  S1 be a homotopically nontrivial map. Then both
U&1f and U
+1
f are nonempty, and no vertex of Gf is isolated. Every
internal vertex U contains a component of f&1([&1, 1]), and if U and V
are different internal vertexes, then U & V & f&1([&1, 1])=<. Since
f&1([&1, 1) is compact there are only a finite number of internal vertexes.
This shows that the complexity of f is finite.
Let f $ be a map of minimum complexity in the homotopyclass of f. We
want to prove that c( f $)=1. If not we can find a partition Pf=P&f _ P
+
f
with the property that for all [U ] # P&f and [V ] # P
+
f , [V ] O3 [U ]. We
define the following open sets,
U&=. \. P&f & U&1f + ,
V&=. \. P&f & U 1f + ,
U+=. \. P+f & U&1f + ,
V+=. \. P+f & U 1f + ,
X&=U& _ V&=.. P&f ,
X+=U+ _ V+=.. P+f .
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We leave to the reader to check the following,
(i) X=X& _ X+,
(ii) X& & X+=(U& & V+) _ (V& & U+),
(iii) f (U& & V+)S+,
(iv) f (V& & U+)S&,
(v) f (U& & V+"X&)[1],
(vi) f (U& & V+"X+)[&1],
(vii) f (V& & U+"X&)[&1],
(viii) f (V& & U+"X+)[1].
We define the two maps H1: S+_[0, 1]  S1 and H2: S&_[0, 1]  S1 by
H1(ei%, t)=ei%(1&t) for 0%1,
H2(ei(?+%), t)=ei(?+%(1&t)) for 0%1.
Then we define F : X_[0, 1]  S1 by
F(x, t)={
f (x)
H1( f (x), t)
H2( f (x), t)
f (x) e&i?t
for
for
for
for
x # X"X+,
x # U& & V+,
x # V& & U+,
x # X"X&. =
By (i) through (viii), the various definitions of F agree on the overlaps so
F is a homotopy between F(&, 0)=f $ and F(&, 1)=f". Since X is con-
nected, at least one of the sets (U& & V+) and (V& & U+) is nonempty,
which shows that c( f $)&c( f")=1. This is a contradiction. K
Proposition 2.14. If X is a connected and simply-co-connected finite
CW-complex, then H1(X, Z)=(0).
Proof. Suppose H1(X, Z){(0). By [4] Chap. 8, Theorem 10, (or [3]
when X is a finite simplicial complex), the topological group S1 represents
the functor H1(&, Z) in the homotopy category. Hence, by the previous
Lemma, there is a nontrivial tight map f : X  S1. Choose V # U&1f and let
A=V & f&1(1). Let V=U0 , U1 , ..., Un=V be a directed path from V to V
with Ui{V for 0<i<n. Then U1 _ U2 _ } } } _ Un&1 is contained in a
connected component W of X"A. Let B=W & f&1(&1) and let Z be a
connected component of X"B containing V. We leave to the reader to
check that W _ Z=X and that f maps W & Z onto S1"[&1, 1], which
shows that X cannot be simply-co-connected. K
Corollary 2.15. Let X and Y be compact, connected manifolds
and f : X  Y a possibly ramified covering of finite degree. Then, if X is
co-connected, so is Y.
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Proof. For any space X, and any abelian group F, H1(X, F )=
Hom(H1(X, Z), F), and the following two maps are injections:
0  H1(X, Z)  H1(X, Z)Q,
0  H1(X, Z)Q  H 1(X, Q).
When H1(X, Z) is finitely generated H 1(X, Z)QrH1(X, Q), hence for
such spaces, which includes finite CW-complexes, H1(X, Z)=0 iff
H1(X, Q)=0. Therefore, to prove the Corollary, it suffices to show that
H1(X, Q)=0 O H1(Y, Q)=0.
Let F be an abelian group. For any space X, we denote by FX the sheaf
of germs of locally constant functions on X with values in F.
Every point y # Y has a neighbourhood U such that f&1(U ) is a disjoint
union of contractible sets. Therefore the Leray spectral sequence
H8 v(Y, Rvf
*
FX) O H8 v(X, FX)
is degenerate and so H8 1(X, FX)rH8 1(Y, f*FX). Averaging over the fibres,
we see that the short exact sequence (0)  QY  f*QX  f*QXQY  (0)
splits, so we have a split injection (0)  H8 1(Y, QY)  H8 1(Y, f*QX)rH8 1(X, QX). The corollary follows from the equivalence of Singular theory
and C8 eck theory for such spaces. K
3. Generating Sets
In this section, X will be connected, locally connected compact
Hausdorff space. We write S(X) for the set of closed, co-connected subsets
of X. If + is an extreme quasi-measure on X, we write S0+(X) and S
1
+(X)
for the closed co-connected subsets of X of measure 0 and 1 respectively.
Proposition 3.1. If S0 and S1 is a partition of S(X), there is a unique
extreme quasi-measure + such that S0=S0+(X) and S
1=S1+(X) if and only
if the following 5 properties are satisfied.
S1. S1S2 and S2 # S0 O S1 # S0
S2. S1 , S2 # S0 and S1 & S2=< O _S # S0 with S1 _ S2S
S3. S1 , S2 # S0 O S1 _ S2 {X
S4. S1 , S2 # S1 O S1 & S2 {<
S5. S1 # S0 O _S2 , S2 # S0 and S1S1 2 .
Proof. We first verify the 5 properties for a partition of type
S0=S0+(X) and S
1=S1+(X).
S1. This follows from F1.
S2. Suppose F is a closed set with +(F )=0. We decompose the
complement into connected components X"F=i # IUi . By F5, there is a
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compact K Ui with +(K)=1. By compactness, K is covered by finitely
many of the Ui ’s, so by finite additivity there is an i0 # I such that
+(Ui0)=1. If we put S=X"Ui0 , we have FS and S # S
0.
S3. This follows directly from F3 since S0F0
S4. Analogously.
S5. Let S1 # S0 and FX"S1 with +(F )=1. Since X is a normal
space we can find disjoint open sets U$F and V$S1 We decompose U
into connected components U=i # IUi . Again there is an i0 # I such that
+(Ui0)=1. Now S2=X"Ui0 is a neighbourhood of S1 .
Next suppose S0 and S1 is a partition of S(X) which satisfies S1
through S5. We define
F0=[F # F (X) : _S # S0 with FS]
F1=[F # F (X) : \S # S0, F"S{<]
Then S0=S & F0 and S1=S & F1. We proceed to verify properties F1
through F5.
F1. Clear.
F2. Let F1S1 and F2S2 with S1 , S2 # S0 and F1 & F2=<. We
decompose X"F1=i # I Ui into connected components. Each Ti=X"Ui is
co-connected and Fi=i # I Ti . The Ti ’s are the minimal co-connected
closed sets containing F1 , so for some index i0 # I, Ti0S1 . Putting
F $=F2 & Ui0 we have F1 _ F2Ti0 _ F $ and Ti0 _ F $=<. By similar
reasoning there is a co-connected set Tj0 containing F $ with Tj0 # S
0 and a
component T $i0 of Ti0 such that Ti0 _ F $T $i0 _ Tj0 and T $i0 & Tj0=<. By
Lemma 2.4, T $i0 is co-connected. By S1 and S2, there is a T # S
0 containing
T $i0 _ Tj0 and hence F1 _ F2 # F
0.
F3. Clear.
F4. Suppose F1 and F2 are in F1. Then F1 can be written as an
intersection of minimal co-connected sets, F1= i # I Ti , where Ti=X"Ui .
If F1 & F2=<, F2 will be covered by a finite number of the Ui ’s. By F2,
we may assume that there is an index i0 such that F $2=F2 & Ui0 is in F
1
and Ti & F $2=<. Since F1 # F1, Ti0 # S
1. Similarily we can find a set
Tj0 # S
1 containing F $2 and a component T $i0 of Ti0 in S
1 with
T $i0 & Tj0=<. This contradicts S4.
F5. Let F1S1 # S0. Choose S2 # S0 such that U=S1 2$S1 . Put
F2=X"U. Now if F2 # F0 there is a set T # S0 such that F2T. But then
T _ S2=X contradicting S3. Hence F2 # F1 and F1 & F2=<.
This completes the proof. K
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Using the last lemmas of Section 2, we get the even stronger.
Theorem 3.2. If T0 and T1 is a partition of T (X), the closed, connected
and co-connected subsets of X, there is a unique extreme quasi-measure +
such that T0=T0+(X) and T
1=T1+(X) if and only if the following
5 properties are satisfied.
T1. T1T2 and T2 # T0 O T1 # T0
T2. If T1 , T2 , ..., Tn are pairwise disjoint members of T0, there are
pairwise disjoint members T $1 , T $2 , ..., T $m in T0, such that T=T1 _
T2 _ } } } _ TnT $=T $1 _ T $2 _ } } } _ T $m and T $ is co-connected.
T3. T1 , T2 # T0 O T1 _ T2 {X
T4. T1 , T2 # T1 O T1 & T2 {<
T5. T1 # T0 O _T2 , T2 # T0 and T1T1 2
Proof. We first verity the 5 properties for a partition of type
T0=T0+(X) and T
1=T1+(X).
T1. Clear.
T2. By additivity, there is an S # S0+ containing T1 _ T2 _ } } } _ Tn .
By S5 and Lemma 2.7, there is a neighbourhood S$ of S with S$ # S0 with
only finitely many components T $1 , t$2 , ..., T $m . By S1 and Lemma 2.4, these
are all in T0.
T3. This is just a special case of S3.
T4. This is just a special case of S4.
T5. Follows from S5 and Corollary 2.8.
Next suppose T0 and T1 is a partition of T (X) satisfying T1 through
T5. We define
S0=[S # S(X) : _T1 , T2 , ..., Tn # T0 with
Ti & Tj=< and ST1 _ T2 _ } } } Tn]
and
S01=[S # S(X) : \x # S, Sx # T
0].
Lemma 3.3.
S0=S01
Proof. By T1, S0S01 . Suppose S # S
0
1 . For each x # S, Sx= [E : E
open and closed in S containing Sx]. If Tx is a neighbourhood of Sx with
Tx # T0 which exists by T5, then there is, by [1], Chap. II, 94, No. 4,
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Corollary of Prop. 6, an open and closed subset Ex of S, such that
SxExTx . The Ex ’s cover S and since S is compact S=
Ex1 _ Ex2 _ } } } _ Exn and ExiT1 xi . If we replace Exi with Fi=Exi "
(Ex1 _ Ex2 _ } } } _ Exi&1) the Fi ’s are pairwise disjoint and Txi is a neigh-
bourhood of Fi . By Lemma 2.4, the Fi ’s are co-connected, and by
Lemma 2.7, there are pairwise disjoint neighbourhoods Ki of Fi such that
KiTxi and each Ki has finitely many connected components. By T1 and
Lemma 2.4, each of these components are in T0. K
We now set S1=[S # S(X) : _x # S, Sx # T1] and verify S1 through S5.
S1. Clear.
S2. Clear by Lemma 3.3.
S3. Suppose S1 , S2 # S0 and that S1 _ S2=X. Then U=X"S1S2 ,
and U is connected. Let T2 be the connected component of S2 containing
U. Then S1 _ T2=X and T2 # T0. Similarily let T1 be the connected
component of S1 containing X"T2 . Then T1 # T0 and T1 _ T2=X. This is
a contradiction.
S4. If S1 and S2 are in S1, both S1 and S2 have connected com-
ponents in T1.
S5. Let S # S0. By definition, there are pairwise disjoint members
T1 , T2 , ..., Tn of T0 such that ST1 _ T2 } } } Tn . By T5, we can find
pairwise disjoint neighbourhoods T $1 , T $2 , ..., T $n with TiT1 $i and T $iT0.
By T2, there are pairwise disjoint members T"1 , T"2 , ..., T"m of T0 such that
T $1 _ T $2 _ } } } _ T $nT"1 _ T"2 _ } } } _ T"m and T"1 _ T"2 _ } } } _ T"m #
S(X). By definition then, S1=T"1 _ T"2 _ } } } _ T"m # S0.
This proves the theorem. K
For any subfamily BT (X) we define;
T0B=[T # T (X) : _B # B with T & B=<]
T1B=[T # T (X) : \B # B, T & B{<]
Definition 3.4. A subfamily BT (X) will be called a generating
set for the extreme quasi-measure + if and only if T0B=T
0
+(X) and
T1B=T
1
+(X).
Proposition 3.5. The family B=T1+(X) is a generating set for the
extreme quasi-measure +.
Proof. By F4, we need only to show that T1BT
1
+(X). Suppose
T # T1B & T
0
+(X). By F5, there is a closed set F such that +(F )=1 and
F & T=<. Since T is connected we may assume that F is co-connected. By
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Lemma 3.3 and the Theorem, there is a point x # F such that the connected
component Fx of x in F is in T1+(X) and Fx & T=<. This is a contradic-
tion, so T1B & T
0
+(X)=<. K
If B is a generating set for an extreme quasi-measure +, B need not be
all of T1+(X). It would be sufficient, for example, that any neighbourhood
of any minimal element of T1+(X) contained a member of B. On a smooth
manifold X, the subset Smooth1+(X)T
1
+(X) which consists of sub-
manifolds of X, with the same dimension as X and with smooth boundary,
is a generating set. To see this we can use partition of unity and Sard’s
Theorem of generic smoothness. The consept of a generating set seems to
be less fruitfull than the consept of a co-generating set.
Definition 3.6. A subfamily CT (X) will be called a co-generating
set for the extreme quasi-measure + if and only if CT0+(X) and every
member T # T0+(X) is contained in a member of C.
Corollary 3.7. If X is a simply co-connected space and CT (X),
then C is a co-generating set for a unique extreme quasi-measure + if and
only if C satisfies the following properties.
C1. C1 , C2 # C O C1 _ C2 {X.
C2. If D1 and D2 are in T (X) and Di is not contained in any member
of C, for i=1, 2, then D1 & D2 {<.
C3. If C1 # C, there is a C2 # C with C1C1 2 .
The following two examples have been the guideline for this work.
Example 3.8 (Aarnes). Let D be the closed unit disk in the plane. D is
co-connected since H1(D, Q)=(0). We define a subfamily CT (D) as
follows:
C # C  (0 # C and C & D=<) or (0  C and D3 C)
Then C is a co-generating set for the Aarnes measure.
Example 3.9 (Generalized point measure). Let x1 , x2 , ..., x2n+1 be an
odd number of not neccesarily distinct points on the sphere S2. The sphere
S2 is co-connected since H1(S2, Q)=(0). We define a subfamily C
T (S 2) as follows:
C # C  C contains at most n of the points.
Then C is a co-generating set for an extreme quasi-measure which we call
+[x1, x2, ..., x2n+1] .
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4. Construction of Extreme Quasi-measures
In all of this section, X will be a connected, locally connected, simply
co-connected compact Hausdorff space.
Definition 4.1. A quasi-measure + on X will be called parliamentary,
if it is impossible to find two disjoint subset T1 , T2 # T (X) with
+(T1)=+(T2)= 12.
Definition 4.2. If + is a parliamentary quasi-measure on X, we define
the family C+T (X) by
C # C+  +(C)< 12
Proposition 4.3. For any a parliamentary quasi-measure + on X, the
family C+ is a co-generating set for a unique extremal quasi-measure which
we call +^.
Proof. We have to verify C1, C2, and C3.
C1. Suppose C1 _ C2=X and that both +(C1)< 12 and +(C2)<
1
2 . It
follows that U=X"C2C1 . By monotonicity of +, +(U)+(C1)< 12. But
by additivety 1=+(U)++(C2)<1.
C2. Suppose D1 and D2 are in T (X) with +(D1) 12 and +(D2)
1
2 .
If D1 & D2=< we have 1=+(X)+(D1)++(D2)1. Hence +(D1)=
+(D2)= 12 , and this contradicts the fact that + is parliamentary.
C3. Suppose C1 # T (X) with +(C1)< 12 . Then +(X"C1)>
1
2 and by
semicontinuity there is a closed set KX"C1 with +(K)> 12 . Now U=X"K
is a neighbourhood of C1 , so, by Lemma 2.8, there is a neighbourhood C2
of C1 with C2 # T (X) and C2U. By monotonicity, +(C2)< 12 . K
Definition 4.4. Let DX* and let x1 , x2 , ..., xn be an odd number of
points in D. The quasi-measure +=1n(x~ 1+x~ 2+ } } } +x~ n) is parliamentary
and we define +[x1, x2, ..., xn]=+~ . If n is even we define +[x1, x2, ..., xn]=
+[x1, x2, ..., xn, xn]. We write Q(D) for the set of all extremal quasi-measures
of the form +[x1, x2, ..., xn] with xi # D. Recursively we define Q
n(D)=
Q(Qn&1(D)), and D|=n=1Q
n(D).
Definition 4.5. The points of X| will be called the generalized point
measures of X.
Definition 4.6. We say that a family K of subsets of X has the P.N.I.
(pairwise nonempty intersection) property if K & L{< for all K, L # K.
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Proposition 4.7. If K is a finite family of closed, connected subset of
X with the P.N.I. property, there is a generalized point measure + such that
+(K)=1 for each K # K.
Proof. We use induction on the cardinality of K. Induction
hypotheses: For all n2, if *K=n, there is a point + # Qn&2(X) such
that +(K)=1 for all K # K. For n=2, we may choose + to be an ordinary
point measure. Suppose K=[K1 , K2 , ..., Kn+1]. By induction, there is a
+j # Qn&2(X) such that +j (Ki)=1 for i{ j.
If n+1 is odd, we have
1
n+1
(+1++2+ } } } ++n+1)(Ki)
n
n+1

2
3
>
1
2
.
If n+1 is even, we have
1
n+2
(+1++2+ } } } ++n+1++n+1)(Ki)
n
n+2

3
5
>
1
2
.
Therefore +=+[+1, +2, ..., +n+1] # Q
n&1(X) and +(Ki)=1 for 1in+1. K
Proposition 4.8. The generalized point measures form a dense, connected
subset of X*.
Proof. We first prove density. Let x # X*, then any neighbourhood of
x contains an open neighbourhood of x of the form U*1 _ U*2 _ } } } _ U*n
with Ui connected. For each i, 1in, we can find (see the proof of
Lemma 2.7) a closed connected set KiUi with x~ (Ki)=1. It follows that
the family K=[K1 , K2 , ..., Kn] has the P.N.I. property, so there is a
generalized point measure + with +(Ki)=1 for 1in. By monotonicity,
+ # U*1 _ U*2 _ } } } _ U*n .
Connectedness follows from
Lemma 4.9. Let DX* be a connected subset of X*, then Q(D) is
connected.
Proof. Let Dk be the subset of Q(D) consisting of all k-point measures
+[x1, x2, ..., xk] with xi # D. We have a surjection D_D_ } } } _D  Dk . If this
is continous, we are finished because Q(D)=k>3Ek and Es _ EtEs } t .
Let +=+[x1, x2, ..., xn] , and let U be a connected open subset of X with
+(U)=1. Then +(X"U)=+(S)=0, where S=X"U. By Lemma 3.3, there is
a co-connected S$ S such that S$=T1 _ T2 _ } } } _ Tn , with Ti # T0+(X).
Let Ui=X"Ti , then more than half of the points x1 , x2 , ..., xk are in U*,
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and there is an open set ViD_D_ } } } _D with this property. Then
V1 & V2 & } } } & Vn is an open neighbourhood of the point (x1 , x2 , ..., xk) #
D_D_ } } } _D which is mapped into U*. K
Corollary 4.10. For a simply co-connected space X, the space X* is
connected.
Corollary 4.11. For a simply co-connected space X, the extremal
quasi-measures on X corresponds to the maximal subfamilies of T (X)
satisfying the P.N.I. property, and these are the families T1+(X).
Proof. Let KT (X) be maximal with respect to the P.N.I. property.
By Proposition 4.7, the family K*=[K*; K # K] form a generating set
for a filter on X*. By compactness  K*{<. Let +1 , +2 #  K*, and let
K # T (X) with +1(K)=1. By T4, K _ [K] satisfies the P.N.I. property
so by maximality, K # K and +2(K)=1. Therefore T1+1(X)=T
1
+2(X),
so +1=+2 by Theorem 3.2. Conversely, T1+(X) is maximal by Proposi-
tion 3.5. K
Proposition 4.8 might lead us to think that the space X* is not too big.
The following construction, which generalizes the Aarnes-measure, will
show that X* is big.
Definition 4.12. Let + be a quasi-measure on X and T a member of
T (X). We say that + is indecisive for T, if +(T)= 12 and there is a member
T $ of T (X) with T & T $=< and +(T $)= 12 . Otherwise we say that + is
decisive for T. If + is decisive for T and +(T )< 12 , we say that + accepts T.
A parliamentary quasi-measure is decisive for all T # T (X).
Definition 4.13. A sequence +v=(+1 , +2 , ...) (finite or infinite) of
quasi-measures on X will be called parliamentary, if it is impossible to find
two disjoint subset T1 , T2 # T (X) with +i (T1)=+i (T2)= 12 for all i.
Definition 4.14. If +v is a parliamentary sequence of quasi-measures
on X, we define a family C+ v(X)T (X) by
C # C+ v(X)  (C is accepted by the first decisive +i)
Proposition 4.15. If +v is a parliamentary sequence of quasi-measures
on X, the family C+ v is a co-generating set for a unique extreme
quasi-measure which we call +^v.
Proof. The proof is only a slight variation of the proof of Proposi-
tion 4.3. K
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Definition 4.16. If D is a subset of X*, we write Qv(D) for the set of
extreme quasi-measures of the form +^v where the +i ’s are quasi-measures on
X that correspond to probability measures on X* with support in D.
Recursively we define Qnv(D)=Qv(Q
n&1
v (D). Finally we put D
c=
n=1 Q
n
v(D).
We have XX|XcX*. In the last section, I believe we construct
extreme quasi-measures on the sphere S2, which are not in S 2c.
Exercise 4.17. Find a sequence +v=(+1 , +2) of Borel-measures on the
disc such that the Aarnes measure is +^v.
Exercise 4.18. Let S2 be the unit sphere in R3 and let p be the projec-
tion down onto the disc D in R2. Show that there are three points x, x2 , x3
in S 2 such that the Aarnes-measure is p
*
+[x1, x2, x3] .
Exercise 4.19. Construct an infinite parliamentary sequence of two-
point measures on the sphere S2 . Show that the pairs of points may be
chosen to be antipodal.
Exercise 4.20. Let p : S 2  P2(R) be the double covering of the real
projective plane. Show that the direct image of any of the quasi-measures
constructed in Exercise 4.19, is the extreme quasi-measure, having the sets
T # T (P2(R)) such that p&1(T ) consists of two connected components, as
co-generators.
5. The Torus
In this section, we will study some nice extremal quasi-measures on the
torus T 2 and their image under the double covering p : T 2  S2, where S2
is the sphere and p is ramified at four points. To make things a little more
simple, we denote by T (X) the closed, connected and co-connected sub-
manifolds of X, of the same dimension as X, and with smooth boundary,
whenever X is a smooth manifold.
We consider the ‘‘square’’ torus T 2=C(Z+iZ). The harmonic 1-forms
dx and dy constitute a basis for H1(T 2, Z).
If S # T (X), the inclusion induces a map H1(T 2, Z)  H1(S, Z), with
kernel hS . The group hS consists of all the differentials pdx+qdy, with the
property that
|
#
p dx+q dy=0
for all closed curves # in S.
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Definition 5.1.
T
*
(T 2)=[S # T (T 2) : hS=(0) or hS=H1(T 2, Z)]
and for every : # P1(Q)2
T:(T 2)=[S # T (T 2) : hS=[ p dx+q dy : ( p, q) # :]]
We let #1 and #2 be the curves defined by z(t)=t, for 0t1, and
z(t)=it, for 0t1, respectively. The curves #1 and #2 form a basis for
H1(T 2, Z). Any closed curve on T 2 is homologous to an integral combina-
tion of #1 and #2 . If S # T:(T 2), S=# _ #$ where # and #$ are disjoint
closed curves with #t&#$. Furthermore p dx+q dy # hS if and only if
( p, q)t(# } #1 , # } #2). Identifying P1(Q) with Q _ [], we have
:=
# } #1
# } #2
and
#t(# } #2) #1+(#1 } #) #2
Definition 5.2. An extreme quasi-measure + on T 2 will be called
intrinsic if
T0+ & T*(T
2)=[S # T
*
(T 2) : hS=H 1(T 2, Z)]
and
T1+ & T*(T
2)=[S # T
*
(T 2) : hS=(0)]
Proposition 5.3 (The Product Structure on T 2*int . If T0: and T
1
: is a
partition of the set T:(T 2) for each : # P1(Q), then there is a unique intrinsic
extreme quasi-measure + on T 2 such that T j:=T:(T
2) _ T j+(T
2) for j=0, 1
and for all : # P1(Q) if and only if the five properties T1 to T5 are satisfied
when T is replaced by T: for each : # P1(Q).
Proof. This follows from intersection intersection theory. K
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Definition 5.4 (Intrinsic Point-Measure on T 2). If x : P1(Q)  T 2 is
any function, we define the point-measure +x on T 2 by
T1+x & T:(T
2)=[S # T:(T 2) : x(:) # S].
Example 5.5. Let x, y, x$ and y$ : P1(Q)  T 2 be functions such that
for each : # P1(Q), [x(:), y(:)] = [x$(:), y$(:)]. Then 12 (+x++y) =
1
2 (+x$++y$), which shows that may different Borel-measures on T
2* may
give rise to the same quasi-measure on T 2.
It is classical that the ‘‘square’’ torus T 2 is the Riemann surface of the
function w(‘)=- ‘(1&‘2). It can be represented as two copies of the
Riemann-sphere S2=C _ [], cross glued along two cuts, from &1 to 0
and from 1 to , on the real axis. The map p sends the points 0, 12 ,
1
2 i and
1
2+
1
2 i to the points 0, 1, &1 and  respectively. If # is a curve on T
2,
starting at z1 and ending at z2 , we have the formula:
z2&z1=|
p(#)
1
L
d‘
- ‘(1&‘2)
where
L=2 |
1
0
dx
- x(1&x2)
=4 |
1
0
dr
- (1&r4)
=
1( 14)
2
- 2?
is the length of the Lemniscate r2=cos 2%.
If we place the two sheets right on top of each other, we can draw curves
on T 2 by dotting them on the second sheet. In Fig. 1, we have drawn two
curves homotopic to #1 and #2 .
Figure 1
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Figure 2
In Fig. 2, we have drawn a subset S # T12(T 2). by using different slope
of the shading on the two sheets. The doubly shaded area is the p-invariant
set S & &S.
In Fig. 3, we have drawn a p-invariant subset S # T35(T 2).
For the sets S # T (S2), that meet exactly two of the points &1, 0, 1, ,
and these lie in the interior of S, we can define the function : by
:(S)=&tan \arg |S
d‘
- ‘(1&‘2)+ # P
1(Q).
This number does not depend upon the choice of branch we use for
w(‘)=- ‘(1&‘2), and we have p&1(S) # T:(T 2).
Figure 3
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Figure 4
Example 5.6. Let +x be an intrinsic extremal point measure on T 2 for
some function x : P1(Q)  T 2. Then the family CT (S2), consisting of
sets C such that either
*(C & [&1, 0, 1, ])<2
or
*(C & [&1, 0, 1, ])=2, the points in the intersection are contained
in the interior of C, and p(x(:(C)))  C,
co-generates the extreme quasi-measure p
*
+x .
Note that in general the cardinality of the fibre p
*
&1( p
*
(+x)) is the
cardinality of the continuum.
Finally, we show that the fibres of p
*
may be empty.
Proposition 5.7. If x1 , x2 and x3 are three distinct points on S 2 away
from the branch locus &1, 0, 1 and , then p&1V +[x1, x2, x3]=<.
Proof. We choose a simple closed curve C passing trough x1 , x2 and x3
in such a way that it winds once around exactly one branch-point. Lifting
the curve to T 2, we get the picture shown in Fig. 4, where p&1(xi)=
[x$i , x"i]. If + is an extremal quasi-measure on T 2, such that p*(+)=+[x1, x2, x3] , it is not hard to see that two disjoint segments of the curve
p&1(C) will have +-measure equal to one. K
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